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MotivationMotivation
SS--N transition close N transition close TTcc, with , with δδTT ~ 1 ~ 1 mKmK and almost single vortex and almost single vortex 
resolution on highresolution on high--quality single crystals or quality single crystals or epitaxialepitaxial films films 
Vortex matter phases diagram close Vortex matter phases diagram close TTcc
MM((TT) ) SS--N transition N transition 
MM((HH), ), HHcc11((TT), and ), and HHcc22((TT)) magnetization curves, phase magnetization curves, phase 

diagramdiagram
MM((tt)) flux relaxation with ms resolutionflux relaxation with ms resolution

Domain non accessible by commercial magnetometersDomain non accessible by commercial magnetometers



High Resolution SQUID MagnetometerHigh Resolution SQUID Magnetometer

Current source

SQUID electronics

Temperature 
Controller

NI PCI AIO

Insert support
Sample stationary both with 
respect to the solenoid and 
detection system

Field range (ac&dc) < 138 µT

Residual noise ~1 nT

Frequency range 0.01-10 Hz

Temperature range 4.2-150 K

Temperature stability and 
resolution 1 mK

OUT:AWG: applied field 
(dc&ac)

IN: H(t) [V], Φ(t) [V] => FFT 
=>H(f), Φ(f),

f from dc to 2 kHz

RF SQUID

Fiber-glass support

Vacuum chamber

Solenoid in
continuous mode

Gradiometer
Sample

Copper block
with heather

Temperature control
sensor

He bath



ContactContact--less bulk measurementless bulk measurement
Shielding current Shielding current II is induced in the sample by applied field is induced in the sample by applied field HH
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YBCO single crystal in H||c and H||ab
The T1 transition occurs in ab plane, while T2 and T3
transitions occur in c-axis direction. The T1 transition shows 
appearance of 2D superconductivity in CuO2 layers. Below 
T2 become superconducting CuO2-Y-CuO2 bi-layers. Above 
T2 the Y layers are in normal state while SNS sandwiches 
become superconducting due to a proximity effect. In H||c
this transitions is masked by superconducting CuO2 layers. 
Finally, below T3 the CuO2-Y-CuO2 sandwiches become 
weakly coupled and super-current tunnels through the Ba-
CuO-Ba barriers. At even lower temperature the 
superconductivity is 3D.
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The real part is blue, imaginary 
one is read.

Janu Z. et al., Physica C 388-9 (2003) 751



Superconducting multilayers with Superconducting multilayers with 
different different TTcc

Couach M. et al., PRB 38 (1988) 748



YBCO in YBCO in H||cH||c

Ac field 
dependence



””UniversalUniversal”” behavior of YBCO and BSCCObehavior of YBCO and BSCCO
B17A: 700x840 µm2, 40 µm thickness

H||c, µ0Hac = 300 nT, µ0Hdc = 50 µT,

f = 1.5625 Hz

Y2: 0.29x1.725 mm2, 35 µm thickness

H||c, µ0Hac = 1 µT, µ0Hdc = 0 µT,

f = 1.5625 Hz
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Problems:Problems:
Standard models explain the temperature dependence of the susceptibility due to a 
flux penetration length, which depends on the superfluid density:

Two fluid Casimir-Gorter model: ns(T) ~ 1 - (T/Tc)4

Ginzburg-Landau model:  ns(T) ~ 1 - (T/Tc)

BCS - close to Tc like GL

These models fail to describe very slow decrease of Reχac(T) far below Tc and 
too fast near Tc. Approximation with temperature dependent superfluid density 
gives unrealistic parameters (exponents).
Nonvanishing absorption (Imχac(T)) for Hac→0 shows that the transition is first-
order.
Phase transition in vortex matter? The temperature of vortex lattice melting 
should depend on Hdc (vortex density) and frequency of Hac. But no dependence 
is observed.
S-shaped Reχac(T) and 10 mK narrow line on Imχac(T)? This cannot be due to a 
fluctuations above Tc.



This dependence is known as Breit-Wigner resonance:
Analogy with resonances in optics, here for particle waves

Breit-Wigner resonance in solids
Isolated resonance level
Electrons in Fabry-Perrot resonator with R->1
Coupled channel resonance
Two near continua
Auto-ionization
Hybridization (n-merization)

What is wrong?What is wrong?
Data fit simple function                                        Data fit simple function                                        ( ) ( )
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Not superNot super--fluid density but electron scatteringfluid density but electron scattering

Total current = paramagnetic + diamagnetic [BCS]Total current = paramagnetic + diamagnetic [BCS]
Paramagnetic (Paramagnetic (TT dependent) = quasidependent) = quasi--particle current = counterparticle current = counter--flowflow
Diamagnetic (Diamagnetic (TT independent) = all conduction electrons = solid state independent) = all conduction electrons = solid state –– single single 
wave functionwave function
Linear response of current density to vector potential = ideal dLinear response of current density to vector potential = ideal diamagnetismiamagnetism
There has to be correlated electronsThere has to be correlated electrons
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Temperature dependent paramagnetic 
(drift, counter-flow) current
Temperature independent diamagnetic 
current of all conduction electrons of 
both spin direction, which has the same 
value both in the normal and 
superconducting states
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K is the complex wave-vector – temperature dependent

Real part - elastic electron scattering (non-Ohmic)

Imaginary part - inelastic electron scattering (Ohmic)



Electron scatteringElectron scattering
21, ≥∆↑↓=↓−+↑ ξKKkkBCS:

•Copper pairs

•low angle forward isotropic scattering 
from longitudinal phonons qkk

qkk
−−→−

+→

↓↓

↑↑

kGkk
kGkk
=+−→−
−=−→Back-scattering from (super)lattice

In 1970s: Gorkov – A15 – have superstructure

Scalapino – analogy of Peierls instability in 1D with BCS

Low dimensional systems
Gk ≈2

We need further information on lattice and Fermi level –
diffraction, ARPES, STM, ..



Fermi surfaceFermi surface

3D3D 2D2D 1D1D

corona



Crystall lattice modulation in YBCO
x-ray diffraction (synchrotron radiation), neutrons

Islam Z. et al., PRB 66 (2002) 92501

Modulated lattice

Super-structures

Described by Bessel 
functions

Analogy with irradiated JJ



ARPES on Bi2223
Sato T. et al., PRL 89 (2002) 67005

BCS gap is temperature 
dependent ∆(T)

Pseudogap width is 
temperature 
independent (one needs 
invoke real space gap). 
There are states within 
the gap even at 0 K and 
gap fills with increasing 
temperature



ARPES on Bi2212 ARPES on Bi2212 –– Fermi surfaceFermi surface

Bogdanov et al., PRL 89 (2002) 167002

1D and 2D Fermi surface



STM on Bi:2201 – Pseudogap and chains

Kugler M. et al., PRL 86 (2001) 4911

Horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
stripes (chains)



ConclusionsConclusions
High resolution flux measurements &XHigh resolution flux measurements &X--ray&ARPES&STMray&ARPES&STM
Temperature dependent scattering (el, Temperature dependent scattering (el, inelinel))
Resonance backscatteringResonance backscattering
Real space gap Real space gap –– pseudopseudo--gapgap
Low dimensional systemLow dimensional system
Ordering/modulation? Ordering/modulation? –– spin, charge, orbitalspin, charge, orbital

Future directionsFuture directions
3x magnetometer with 3x magnetometer with single vortex resolutionsingle vortex resolution
Study of low dimensional systemStudy of low dimensional system
Resolution Resolution δδk~10k~10--66kkFF, , δδEE~10~10--66EEFF (ARPES has 1 (ARPES has 1 meVmeV))

! Call for materials where 2! Call for materials where 2kkFF~~GG (structural transitions) high(structural transitions) high--quality single crystals quality single crystals 
and and epitaxialepitaxial filmsfilms

! New field and method ! New field and method –– theory needed  theory needed  
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